
To get to Maruen, take the Kokusai Kogyo Bus at bus stop No. 7 at the east exit of Omiya Station.

✓ Take the East Exit of JR Omiya Station.
✓ Cross the pedestrian crossing in front of the 

McDonald's restaurant.
✓ With your back to JR Omiya Station, walk 

along the sidewalk on the left side of the main 
street.

✓ Kokusai Kogyo Bus stops are lined up along 
the sidewalk,Use bus stop No. 7.

Omiya Station East Exit, Kokusai Kogyo Bus Stop No. 7

Omiya

By bus About the bus stop

takashimaya
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Bus bound for Urawa Misono 
Station   Please take this bus.

Omiya Station East Exit Bus Stop No. 7 Timetable

By bus Outward

✓There are buses going to many different directions from 
the bus stop,Please be careful not to get on the wrong bus.

◼ Bus to board and bus stop to get off
✓ The experience will be held on Sundays. 
✓ The number of buses is fewer than on 

weekdays.

✓ Take the 9:10 bus bound for Urawa Misono 
Station.

✓ Get off at the bus stop: Sagiyama kinen Park.
✓ It takes about 30 minutes.

◼ After getting off the bus
✓ Get off at the bus stop: Sagiyama kinen Park, 

and the venue: Maruen Rest House is right 
in front of you.

✓ You can arrive at Maruen Rest House at 9:40 
a.m.

◼ Ride fee
✓ 400 yen per person, one-way

◼ How to spend your time after arrival
✓ You will have plenty of time to relax and 

enjoy a cup of Japanese tea at the Maruen 
Rest House, where you can feel the 
Japanese way of life, until 10:00, when the 
experience program begins.

✓ Even during this time of relaxation, you can 
enjoy the Japanese atmosphere.
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バス停
「さぎ山記念公園」

Bus stop: When you get off the bus at Sagisan kinen Park, you will see Maruen Rest House 
in front of you.Udon making experience" banners will be posted in a position visible from the 
bus stop.

Maruen Rest House

banner

Location of bus stop and Maruen Rest House

2-story, wooden house
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■Location
490 kaminoda, Midori-ku, Saitama-shi,Saitama



By bus Return

◼ Bus to board and bus stop to get off
✓ Since the experience is held on Sundays, 

the number of busesBuses are less 
frequent on Sundays than on weekdays.

✓ Bus stop: Take the bus bound for Omiya 
Station East Exit from Sagiyama kinen 
Park.

◼ Boarding Fees and Travel Time
✓ 400 yen per person one way
✓ The trip to Omiya Station takes about 

30 minutes

If you want to return to the station 
quickly, please take this bus.

If you have time to spare after the experience, your host can take you 
on a guided tour of the Maruen field and Maruen grounds.In this case, 
we would appreciate it if you could decide on the day which time you 
will take the bus on the return trip.
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